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J. .:':°lSt thE• authcJr was emploved by Dxford University f□r the 
c□ntinuation of long-term monitoring of several species of seabirds on 
Sk□mer lsland, Dyfed, Wales (de Wijs 1982). 
Sk□mer was visited from 23/4 to 28/7/1983. 
In the course of the seas□n 1024 birds were rinqed and 20 reringed, 
individually marked birds were resighted and c□l□nies were censussed. 

In tn1s report numbers of birds ringed or reringed are given as well 
as numbers of colourringed birds resighted. Besides, some remarks are 

made on bill-age characters 9f Razorbills. The majority, however, is 
devoted to some research concerning Herring and Lesser Black-backed 
Guïls. 

2 NUMBERS OF BIRDS RINGED 

The numbers of birds ringed are given in Table 1. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

ïable 1 Numbers of birds ringed !RR = reringedi on Skomer (and 

Midlandl, 1983 

adult pul lus total 

HerringGull 10 221 (29) 260 

Lesser Bl.-b.Gull 16 (+2 RRi 511 527 

Greater Bl.-b.Gull " 
(6i 11 _, 

Kittiwake 23 ')7 
.... ) 

RazorbilL 8 (+12 RRl 112 120 
Gui liemot"' 1 9 10 

Puff in 17 (+6 RRi 21 38 

Shag ,. (25) 28 ,, 

Lapwing ,. 
-· ., 

Oystercatcher < 7 ., .:, 

Curlew 

Herrinq Gull: like last year only small numbers could be ringed 
because of the large reduction in numbers. Even by extending the 

study plot (to North Castle> this did not produce sufficient 
nurnbers of adults. Fortunately one of the birds, ringed as chick 

in 1978 with a single Darvic colourring (de Wijs 1982>, could be 

retrapped and reringed this season. All birds are aïso 

col oun� i nged. 
Lesser 81.-b.Gull: since colourringed adults proved to be present 

in sufficient nUmbers, only few such adults were added. All birds 
are also co1ourringed. 

Greater 81.-b.Gull: Midland was visited in an attempt to acid some 

more ringed chicks but unfortunately produced only 6 of these. 

This is mainly due to the extremely dense vegetation in a very 
inconvenient height on this islet. They are not colourringed. 

Kittiwake: like last year more chicks could have been ringed by 

r□ping. All chicks are also colourringed. No adults were ringed 
( c -f • d e l·J :i. j s 1 cm:� ) . 

Razorbill: fortunately some more birds could be obtainded · this 
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year. Some information on ageing characters of bills in th1s 
specie� is given in chapter 4. Only adults are also colourringed. 
Ciuill.E•mot: only a fev-J "accidentals" v-Jere 1-·in1�:iE,d., but not 
c:ol ou1rr-i nged. 
i':J.,!L:.Li .. 1::-i._: un 1 i k e 1 982, mc,s t ad u ï t bi r· cJ !=:- t h i s yeë.,1- l·•E•1·- E· ob t E1 in ed 
v,:i. th the USE' of 
(thouqh it 

pursE•-··net'::,, a 
PI'- 0\/E•d I'" é.:"!t h t':'lr 

method not favoured by the ,:::1uthD!r 

i::"1 1•·· é'! i:l J �-; 0 
colourringed. Like last year obtaining chicks proved rather 
difficult without the availability of study burr□ws. 
�;_hac�: M:i. dl é:\f1d v-Jas::. v:i. s,,.:i. tE•c:I in .;,1n EittE•mpt to acid "='· fE•h: c::h:i. c::ks
ringed in the Skomer-region. This proved rat.her successful. No 
c□l□urrings were used. 
La□winq: only 3 chicks were ringed, not c□lourringed. 
U·[st e1·· c at chc::01··: on 1 ·/ :�:; chicks l-\lE•1r e r· i nç_1ed, not col. ou1--·r-in g ed. 
Curlew: only 1 chick was ringed, not colourringed. 

3 INDIVIDUALS REBIGHTED 

Herrinq Gull: the hide built in 1982 in the Herring Gul.l 
stucJy-plot proved to have lasted through the winter,and moreover 
proved to be actually helpful in reading colourrings! At least 47 
individuals were resighted (and 2 not certain) of which later one 
was killed during the cull and 2 were found daad (botulism, 5.1). 
One individual was seen on Grassholm later on. 
Apart from the one retrapped (see above) ! 2 more birds born in 
1�78 were resighted in the study plot. At least 2 made breeding 
attempts, of which at least 1 failed. Another similar bird was 
found dead near the Pool. Special effort should be made to obtain 
such· ·birds in 1984 before they lose their worn CDarvic) rings 
(cf.de Wijs 1982). Apart from the trapped bird mentioned above (a 
male according to its measurements) the sex of immature, but 
adult looking, birds making breeding attempts could only be 
assessa:J of a filë:\le bo1--n in 1980 (year-class iring) and mating vüth 
an unringed female. 
Lesseir-Bl ack-bac ked Gul l: the h i de buU t in thi s study p 1 ot 
lasted through the winter- equally well as the one mentioned 
above; not only did this hide prove to be r-ather comfor-table, 
even in pouring rain, it also showed to be positioned rather well 
and enabled good views of the birds in the plot. 
I have to recommend, however, to have the majority of future 
observations carried out mainly early in the season because of 
the Bracken Pteridium aquilinum. Of the 93 resighted individuals 
2 were later found dead (Botulisrn ?l, 8 proved to have moved 
slightly out of the plot and 1 was Cas 1982) seen halfway 
Toms'House and West Pond. Several immatures were seen to car-ry 
(year-class) colourrings. Borne of these made breeding attempts, 
but none were seen to be successful. In 2 cases matings were 
observed of such birds, in both cases it concerned males born in 
1980, in 1 case the female was bor-n in 1979. 
During the cull in the North Valley a female hybr-id LB x HG was 
obtained, another such hybrid was seen to be rnated with a HG just 
to the south of the LB plot. Since this pair could be clear-ly 
seen from the hide, it is known that they were unsuccessfull. 
Greater Black-backed Gull: No colourr-inged individuals were seen, 
but o�e was found dead on Midland car-r-ying a year-class r-ing. 
Kittiwake: in the 3 study plots 84 individuals wer-e certainly 
identified and 3 were doubtful. At least two different bir-ds were 
resighted carrying 1978 year--class colourr-ings of which one 
successfully raised chicks in the little colony near South Stream 
(the other was seen at the main colony at South Strearn). One 
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c:ol outT i nged <::l.dLlÏ t. appeared to have moved quite a way up in the 
S□uth �tream colony and therefore out of the study plot; this 
should be kept in mind in future years. 
Razorbill: in the study area 45 different individuals were 
resighted and one not certain. The bird mentioned last year (de 
Wijs 1982) with only its colourring left (and turned upside down) 
was still present. 
One bird on the Neck had an unkn□wn combination of c□l□urrincs. 
Several birds carry1ng year-class rings were als□ observed. 
1:}_1:,-1ill<i?mot: unfo,,··tun.:::1tr21y, unt:i.J. lc::.;ter- in th02 SE?C::::1s=,on, t.hs, authu,
was unaware □� the existenc:e of adult Guillemots on Amos which 
were colourr1nged there in 1981. Although at least 3 different 
i nd :i. v:i. dual =· we:-<-:� 
Pu+·f:i.n: on thE• 
;--,,;:,c:m-:ini sed and :2 

seen no special attention was paid to them. 
lsthmus at least 89 birds were individually 

not cei··tai n. 
subsequently resighted� 

rings were seen too. 

Pil. so 16 birds ringed this season 
individuals with year-class 

Sh§Lq: in li-Jick 8.::"tsin ë\ 1-inged brE•edei-- v�ê:S �;een, this ll�ï:?.s probably 
the same individual as seen there in 1982. 
Fulmar: as last year a few Fulmars around the Basin were seen to 
carry colourrings. Among them was the bird ringed in 1982. 
Ovstercatcher: at least 13 different individuals were seen of 
which one bird had lost one of its colourrings. All these birds 
were ringed as adults on Skomer in 1978. 

4 RELIABILITV OF AGEING RAZORBILLS

In recent publications the number of bill-ridges or -grooves on 
bills of Razorbills Alca torda is used to distinguish between 
age-groups <Anker-Nilssen & Rostad 1981, de Wijs 1983), which 
seems to be acknowledged by Glutz & Bauer (1982). Especially the 
separation of the age-groups W+l and W+2 (apart +rom the vertical 
white line 1 or 2 more ridges/grooves respectively) was 

�interesting in t.hat respect. In order to test its reliability the 
adult breeding birds (re)trapped this year on Skomer were checked 
on these characters. In the course of the breeding season 20 
adult breeders were trapped on or at nests. Of these 12 appeared 
to have been ringed before, 3 as chicks (so of known age), the 
rest as adult breeders (so with minimum age of ring-age plus 4 
years, which is the minimum breeding age). The remaining 8 birds 
were unringed, but since they were breeders their age must have 
been 4 years at least. 
Of all these birds the number of bill-grooves was noted. The 
results (Table 2) show an increase of minimum (so inaccurate) age 

•with number of grooves (r=0.55, p<0.05) but als□ show that part
of the adult breeders have a single groove, sometimes even up to
at least 9 years of age. Therefore, the distinction between
"bill-c::,ge" g,-oups �tJ+l and W+2 seems to be urn-eliable to
distinguish between sub-adult and adult Razorbills.

Table 2 Number of bill-grooves in Razorbil} related with sini1ua age 
(yearsl. Exact aaes underlined. Also oiven are mean, n and sd of age. 

nu111ber of grooves 1.5 2 

mini111um age 4(4xl,8
1
9 4(4xl !6,9(3xl ,.!1. B,ê_,9,12117 

11ean of ;in.age 5.5 6.8 10.8 
(n ,sdl (6, 2. 3) (9

1 3. 0) (5, 3.8) 
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5 HERRING GULL AND LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL 

1n thF::.' foJ.101,,:ir,g HG ffiE•E\rl<"::, He1r1rinq Cuï.l (::;:.) Laru::" arqentatus é"\nd LE\
means Lesser Black-backed Gull (sl L. fuscus . 
Like last year a few parts of the 1978 Gull research on Sk□mer 

were repeated and also sorne of last years results tested (de Wijs 

:l \�.i-/E�, i '.182) . 
In iddition, some more attention was paid to the occurrence of 
botulism. 

5.2 NUMBER OF PAIRS BY EYE-COUNTS 

Bath HG and LB were censussed by eye, HG from 20-24 May and LB 

from 28 May to 1 June. As on previous. occasions only actual 
incubating birds, pairs and birds defending territories were 

counted. 

Table 3 Nu�ber of oairs by eye (results of 1983 as% of 19781 

Herri ng Gul! 1978 

Neck 625 

Coast 1050 

HG plot (24i5) 95 

Inland 480 

ïOTAL 2155 

Lesser Bb.6ull 1978 

Neck 720 

Coast 400 
LB plot 12/6) 81 
inland 5830 
TOTAL 6950 

1982 

255 

450 

41 
240 

955 

1982 

1075 

640 
99 

6315 

8030 

1983 

197 

397 

32 
206 

800 

1983 

1170 

630 

104 
655û 
8350 

rn 

(32i 

(38) 

(34i 
(43) 

(37) H 

m 

(163) 

(158) 
( 128) 
(112) 

(120) 

tt HG totals for 1982 and '83 do not include pairs on the seaward side 

of the New Stone and Sarland Stone since these were not counted in 
1978; add 25 and 16 pairs respectively. 

Note that the figures froG the plots are included in 1 Coast• and 

'Inland" respectively and therefore not separately included in the 
total s. 



Althoµgh census results based □n eye-c□unts are not very accurate for 
LB because of their dependance on visibility, which quite often is 
remarkably reduced by the occurrence of Bracken Pteridium aquilinum, 
this is much less the case for census results of HG. 
Therefore, the continuation of the decline in HG as shown in table 3 
1s c□nsidered here to be the reflection of a real decline (16% from 

82-'83). The cr□bable cause of this marked decline (there is only �,� 
1 Ë� -f t o + the 1 9 7 �J pop u l at i ctn ) ':t b r.J t Ll l i =:-ffi , i ::: d i s c u =·se d i n :_=_; .. i () . 
The census results for LB showed, although not very accurate, that the 
populati□n slightly increased since 1982 (4%) The nest counts, as 
perf□rmed by the warden, M. Alexander,on the other hand showed a much 
larger increase. Eye counts for this species have a very limited 
reliability, because the bulk of the population occurs in areas 
densely covered in Bracken (see above). The reliability of nest counts 
on the other hand is much better but has its limitations as well. 
Although part of the party performing nest counts annually consists of 
the same pers□ns, the majority however changes from year to year. 
Bince in this method not only nests containing eggs are marked, but 
è:Ü so "obvi ous" nests t,-Ji thout; vari <=tti on in ,�esul ts is:, bound to occur 
due to difference in opinion concerning the obviousness of empty 
nests. There are some indications that such differences indeed occur 
(5.4.1). Even so, this method will certainly produce results, which 
are far more reliable then eye-counts (see 7). 

The population trends mentioned above are discussed in 6. 

5.3 CLUTCH SIZE 

Clutch size, as in both 1978 and 1982, was determined on 24/5 and 2/6 
tor HG and LB respectively. The results for LB (table 4) show 
remarkable differences +or both mean clutch size (difference of '83 
with '78: t= 4.03, p{0.001 and with '82: t= 3.19, p<0.01) and clutch 
size frequencies <X2= 17.6, p= 0.002). In HG on the contrary is shown 
that last years indication of a difference is likely to have been due 
to coincidence� this years result is intermediate compared with the 
ether two. 

Table 4 Clutch size in studv olots on same dates 1978
! 

\982 and 1983. 

Herr i ng Gu 11 (24/5) 
1978 1982 1983 

3 eggs 67 25 20 
2 eggs 17 7 B 

1 egg 8 6 < 
,, 

aean 2.64 2.50 2.55 
sd 0.64 0.76 o. 68

Lesser Bb, Sul! (2i6)

1978 1982 19B3 

3 eggs 35 47 72 

2 eggs 25 32 ?·j 
�,. 

1 egg 22 20 10 

mean 2.16 2.27 2.60 
sd 0.82 0.78 0,66 
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L,i 1-::e ,last yr::?c:,1'- ë� d i + + E·rence Has f ound in egg si ze betv,Jeen HG

breeding in and around the HG plot on the North Coast and HG 
breeding at Skomer Head (5.4l. To test whether such a difference 
has any effect on clutch size 1 clutch sizes of these area's were 
compared on two occasions. 

_îable 5 Coraoarison of ciutch sizes of HG on Skomer. i983. 
"Stomer Hd': the area from Piostone to îoms House; 
'North Coast': the HG plot with direct surroundinos.

2,4 May Sl:oliler Hd Northcoast 

3 eggs 24 1B 
2 eggs 4 7 
1 egg 11 6 
mean 2.33 2.39 
sd 0.90 0.80 

24-26 May Skomer Hd tfarthcoast 

3 eggs 52 24 

2 eggs 13 B 
1 egg 3 3 
mean 2. 72 2.60 
sd 0.54 0.65 

From the results (Table 5) it appears that there is no difference
in mean clutch size (t-tests), nor is there a difference in 
clutch size distribution (Chi-square tests). 

A few supernormal clutches were found in bath species: 
and 6 in LB. 

in HG

In HG a 4-egg clutch was found at îoms'House and a 5-egg clutch 
on Midland. In LB two 4-egg clutches were found during the cull 
and four more during the nest counts perforrned by M.Alexander es. 
Several attempts were made to trap the birds involved, see 5.9. 

5.4 EGG SIZE 

In 1978, 1982 and 1983 eggs of both species were measured in 
similar area's. The Herring Gull results (Table 6) show no 
difference of 1983 with 1982, therefore maintaining the 
difference with 1978 Ct= 3.16 and 2.23, p<0.01 and p{0.05 for 
length and width respectively). With this comparison we have to 
bear in mind that the periods involved differ slightly for 1983, 
as presumably did the rather high proportion of 3-clutches 
selected this year. Both season and clutch size effect egg size 
(de Wijs 1978). Nonetheless, this did not show to produce a 

difference with 1982. 
This difference of 1982/83 with 1978, ie. rounder eggs (de Wijs 
1982) in recent years, may have something to do with the recent 
population decline in this species (5.2). 
Last year a difference was noted in egg size between two area's 
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' ' ' 

on Sk□mer: Skomer Head and the Northcoast. This was tested this 

year and proved to be still true (Table 7). This time only 3-egg

clutches were compared on similar dates (same day or one day 

dif·fen,::nce) in ea1-·ly and late 1,·1ay (8 and 2.LJ-,25/5). The 

difference, like 1982, was only significant for egg width (t= 

L. 45, p<0.02), although results for egg length were not far off 

□e1ng s□ to□ (t= 1.68, p{0.10).

Ti··i-::.' ::�(-�-: cJ i f -f e1·-s•r·i c E:'S ai-- E, c.i i :;:-;c u ssed in {'::J. 

intermediate between 1978 and '82, and 
fr□m 1978 for egg length and from 1982 

2.5, p<ü.05 and p<0.02 respectivelyl. 

differing significantly 
for egg width (t=2.2 and 

Table 6 Comoarison of eoa measurements ,��l in 1978,'82 and 

'83. 

H6: in HG plot in '78 and extended to its direct surroundings 

in '82 and.'83; '78: 20-30/5; '82: 24-26/5; '83:8,20-24/5. 

LB: in LB plot in 1978 and '83 and including its direct 

surroundings in '82; '78: 14-22/6; '82: 16-20/6;'83: 9-20/6. 

Herr i ng Sul 1 

Year n iaean sd 

Length 1978 95 68.84 3.23 

1982 56 67.25 2.44 
1983 87 6ï.35 3.11 

Width 1978 95 47.41 1.83 

19B2 56 47.72 1.96 

1983 87 47.9B i.60

Lesser Bb. Sul l 

Length 1978 27 

1982 30 

1983 45 

Width 1978 27 

1982 30 

1983 45 

64.21 

66.61 

65.66 

45.75 

47.20 

46.20 

2.06 

3.10 
2.98 

1. 31

1.ól

!. 70

ïable 7 Comparison of eag measurements (mm) of Herring 

Gull 3-ciutches fro� Stomer Head and Northcoast (compare 

table 5), 1983. 

area n 111ean sd 

Length Skomer Hd 78 67.94 2.41 

tiorthcoast 78 67.35 3.11 

Width Skomer Hd 78 47.41 1.44 

Northcoast 78 48.01 1.60 
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FLEDGING SUCCESS IN LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL 

5" 5" 1 ISLAND ESTIMATES 

LiKe last year fleciging success was estimated for the Bull Hole 
colony as well as roughly for the whole island (de Wijs 1982). 
The number of nests in the Bull Hole colony was determined by a 
group of volunteers in the end of May (?l to be 346. On July 15 th 

123 chicks were ringed here. The following day 53 more chicks 
were ringed and 46 were found to have been ringed the previous 
day (including 3 chicks found dead). If we assume a random 
diitribution and mixing of chicks within the colony the estimated 
total number of chicks is 123*99/46 = 265. The estimated fledging 
success therefore would be 0.77 chicks/pair. This is notably 
lower than last years figure (0.92). All figures mentioned above 
are rather similar compared with last years, apart from the 
number of nests. The latter therefore is considered to be the 
main caUSË' 

mentioned 
obse1�vers, 
"occupied" 

of this difference (a 42% rise compared with '82!). As 
earlier (5.2) this may be due to differences in 

especially where it concerns counting empty but 
nests. 

From the 264 carefully checked fledged chicks on roosts all over 
Skomer, 7 appeared to have (colour)rings, this is 2.65% (last 
year: 4.2%). It would have been safer to base results on a larger 
sample, but ;:;i nee the author had to l eave .g.j.,:.omer long before last 
years sample date (25/8/83) it had to be perfo1�mec.J_on 26 and 27 
July. Since 511 chicks were ringed this year, roughly 264*511/7 = 
19 272 chicks must have fledged from an estimated 15 500 pairs, 
this is 1.24 chicks/pair. Since this is not very different from 
last years result (1.19) it makes the Bull Hole figure even more 
suspect! 

5.5.2 ESTIMATES RELATED TO VEGETATION 

Fledging success was estimated in a similar way for the two 
enclosures on the Neck (de Wijs 1982). On July 10th in the 
Northern <N) enclosure 28 chicks were ringed, 4 were too small 
for this treatment; in the Southern (S) 36 chicks were found and 
ringed. The following day in N 8 more chicks were ringed and 14 
had been ringed the previous day, these figures for S were 5 and 
,-.\/1 
...:...""T. 

From this the number of chicks is calculated to be 50.3 and 43.5 
for N and S respectively. These figures are treated as being the 
"ma:-:imum" estimates, the actual numbers of chicks 1�inged a1�e 

considered the minumum numbers (40 and 42 respectively). Since 
the number of nests with eggs found on 28/5 were 30 and 25 

respectively the estimated.number of chicks per nest were: 
N 1. 33 1. 68
S 1. 68 - 1. 74

If also empty, but possibly occupied nests are included (N 8� S 
3) the results are:

N 1.05 - 1.32 
S 1. 50 - 1. 55

Although the level of these estimates is much higher than last 
years (0.3-0.6), for which no reason can be given other than 
differences in nest counting rnethods (eye count in '82, nest 
count in '83) ? it shows the opposite effect of any impact on 
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fledging . �LILL2�s caused by Bracken (5 1s without): this season 

shows a p□ssible negative effect 1not significant) of the 
presence □f Bracken, while last year indicated a positive effect, 

which was expected (de Wijs 1982). For this years result no other 

explanation can be given than the possibility of bias in the 
estimated number of N, caused by the immense density of Bracken 

in this plot. This plot therefore is bound to produce the largest 

variability 1n 2stimat1ng results, we need a l□nger series of 
observati□ns to assess any Bracken-linked effect. 
It is recommended to assess the number of pairs within these 

enclosures by nestcounts rather than by eye, because of possible 
bias caused by differences in eyecount results for bracken and 

non-bracken plots. 
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5'. 6 'JEGETPlTION 

Like 1978 and '82 the vegetation in the LB plot was roughly mapped. 
The difference with 1982 is considered to be of no significance a�d 
mav be within the range of inaccuracy of the mapping method (Appendix 
f ol l. CJt-sJ<:,) • 

Anv relationship of nest l□cation and occurrence of 
tested this year (compare de Wijs 1982). 

5.7 BODY MEASUREMENT CHANGES

Brac ken was not 

Like last year a few birds ringed and measured by the author in 1978 
were retrapped in 1983. Since only one such HG and 4 LB could be 
obtained this season, measurements of 1982 and '83 are joined and 
compared with those of 1978. 

Table 8 Di ff er ene es in bodv-measure;ents of individuais 

measured bv the same Qers□n in 1978 and 1982/83 

Differences given are of 1982/83 minus 1978. 

Herrino 6ull (n=b) 
range mean sd 

Hing -i - 5 2.00 2.00 
bill depth -0,6 - 0.6 o.rr- 0,42

culmen -1.8 - 5.0 3.28 1.49 

headlength -1 - 5 1.17 2.25 

weight <n=4) -65 - 25 -10.00· 38.73

Lesser Black-backed Gul! in=6l 

wing -2 - 5 1.67 2.73 
bil! depth -0.7 - 0.3 -0.05 0.38 
cul11en in=5) -1.1 - 3. 4 0,36 1. 76
headlength -1.5 - 2.0 0.28 1.15

weight in=Sl -10 - 55 27.00 26.37 

The results (Table 8) again show, although not very conspicuous, an 
average increase of size with age wheri full grown. There may be a sex 
linked difference in this: in both species all C::::> individuals in 
which the value of the discriminant (5.8) became smaller this 
concerned females (of 5 males 4 increased, one remained the same; of 7

females 4 increased, 3 decreased; no indication of a specific 
difference). 
For further comments see De Wijs (1982). 

DISCRIMINANTS FOR SEXING SKOMER GULLS 

From 1981 onwards a cul 1 is perfo,�med annual 1 y in an at tempt to reduce 
numbers of Lesser Black-backs in an area in the northern part of 
Skome,�. 
In 1981 several hundreds of 
Although part of the results 
1981), the author decided 

gulls were sexed internally and measured. 
has been published before (Alexander 
to reanalyse them in order to obtain 
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discriminant functions to sex 
depth and total headlength. 

Skomer Gulls externally, using b:i.11 

No measurements were taken du.ring the 1982 cull, but in 1983 again 
measurements of Gulls of known sex were obtained, this time by the 
author. Birds were sexed internally thanks to P. James. It was
imo□rtant that this time measurements were taken by the author to 
enabJ.e direct comparison with the live breeciing birds obtained in the 
study plots. Besides, the results enabled to determine the sex of 
b:i. r·ds ·found de;;;,c:! (5. 11.). 

All discriminants were 
(Amsterdam) through the 
(�msterdam). 

calculated 
courta.sy 

usi n,:_� ::::,F'=i�' on 
o+ Dr. J. �\Jat tE·l 

Table 9 Discriminants for sexina Skomer 6ulls externally, 
using bill depth at angle of gonys and total headlength i= 
includino bilil 
Aiso given are numbers of males (M) and females (F) used for 
the analyses, the percentage of individuals correctly sexed 
and the mean discriminant values for males and females. 
Males if D>O, females if D<O. 
HL= Headlength BD = Bill depth D � Discriminant 

Herrinq 6ull, adult 1981 25M 24F 90.4h 
M:+2.04, F:-2.12� __ D=.1913216tHL + .9921725tBD - 40.41191

Lesser Blb.6ull, adult 1981 3o7M·355F 88.0X 
N:+1.81, F:-1.88 D=.2408806tHL + ·.6752662tBD - 39.49011 

Lesser Blb.6ull, adult 1983 47N 52F 90.2'i. 
H:+2.18, F:-1.97 D=.284301BtHL �.6723405t8D - 44.23591 

Lesser Blb.6ull, imm. 1983 18tt- lOF 93.5}; 
N:+1.90, F:-3.41 D=.2690677tHL + 1.181145tBD - 51.76354 

the SARA computer 
(Universi t.y o+ 

From the results (Table 9) it appears that the LB discriminants for 
adults do not differ much, although they are not equal. This is mainly 
due to different measuring techniques by different observers 
(S.J.Sutcliffe in 1981, the author in 1983). From table 10 it appears 

that the 1981 measurements differ frorn 1983 in the following way: 
Headlength 0.6 mm larger, Bill depth 0.13 to 0.15 mm smaller and wing 
1.8 to 2.7 mm smaller. 
These differences are most likely due to different calipers (Hll or 
different techniques (BD, ��). In 8D this is most likely due to the 
amount of pressure put through the calipers on the rather soft gonys, 
in W this will be due to differences in amount of force one is 
prepared to put in stretching wings. 

From table 10 it is also possible to infer sex ratios, in adult birds: 
HG: 0.93, LB: 0.99 and 0.81. In immature (3 and 4 year old) LB on the 
contrary, this was 1.90. This is significantly different from LB 
adults in 1983 (X2 -test, p<0.05). Apparently males predominate in 
"immature" breeding birds, as also indicated earlier (3). 

Scattergrams produced of the data can be found in Appendix I. 
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ïable 10 Measurements of Sulls obtained durino culiinc on 

Skomer All measurements are in mm. M=males, F=femaies. 

Herring Gu!l
i 

adult
i 

1981 

n range mean sd 

Headlength M 25 llb - 131 122. 7 ' Q 
..;. ; 

F 24 108 - 118 112.8 'i 1 
'-•" 

Bi 11 depth M 25 lï.8-20.1 19.12 Û L·"} .u. 
F 'il 

L/ 15.2-18.5 16.86 0.75 

Ning 11 23 411 - 444 427.4 8.0 

F 20 382 - 420 406.7 9.6 

Bi 11 1 ength 11 'l 
L 68.8-72.0 70.40 2.26 

F 7 60.5-68.9 64.90 2.92 

Lesser Black-backed Sull
i 

adult, 1981 

Headlength M 367 110 - 131 120.6 3.3 
F 355 103 - 122 110. 3 3.0

Bili depth M 372 15.9-20.5 18.15 0.75 
F 376 14.5-20.5 16.35 0.69 

Wi ng 11 331 392 - 454 431.5 9.2 
F 318 385 - 441 411. 3 8.3

Bi 11 1 ength 11
--

41 64.5-76.8 70.37 2.90 
C 
1 5.6 59.3-71.2 64,03 2.36 

Lesser Black-backed Gull
1 

adult1 1983 
= 

Headlength N 46 113 - 127 120.0 2.9 
F -52 105 - 118 109.7 2.7 

Bill depth 11 48 16.6-19.8 18.30 0.76 
F 57 15.3-17.5 16.48 0.58 

Wing 11 47 415 - 460 433.3 9,2 
F 59 397 - 435 414.0 9.4 

Lesser Biack-backed 6ull1 immature1 1983 

Headl ength N 18 117 - 125 120.6 2.3 

F 10 105 - 115 108.2 2.9 

Bi 11 depth 11 19 17.0-19.0 17.29 0.52 

F 10 15.7-16.7 16.22 0.36 

Wing l'I 19 413 - 445 429.9 8.2 

F 10 407 - 430 418.3 7.8 
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,J. , SUPER-NORMAL CLUTCHES AND PROBABLE FEMALE-FEMALE PAIRING 

From 1981 onwards a few super-normal clutches were discovered in both 
Herring and Lesser Black-backed Gulls. Although the majority of those 
will have been caused by egg-dumping by different females, the 
p□ssibility exists also that homosexual female-female pairs were 
1nv□lved (Ryder & Somppi 1979). No evidence for this was found in the 
above mentioned super-normal clutches, but in 1983 a probable 
female-female pair was discovered and observed in Herring Gull with a 
ncrmal 3-egg clutch. 

5.9.1 SUPER-NORMAL CLUTCHES 

In Herring Gull a 4-egg clutch was found in 1981, a 5-egg clutch in 
1982 and a 4- and a 5-egg clutch in 1983. 
The 1982 case could not be studied further since it was on an islet 
which is difficult to reach (De Wijs 1982), the same applies for one 
of the 1983 cases (this time on Midland). 
The 4 eggs of the second 1983 clutch (at Toms House) were apparently 
laid by at least two different females because of combined differences 
in size, shape and colour. Therefore trapping attempts were made. 
Unfortunately, only one individual could be trapped, its sex unknown 
since its measurements were inconclusive according to the discriminant 
functions available for Skomer birds. 

In Lesser Black-backed Gull super-normal clutches were not noticed 
before 1983. This year 6 of such were discovered, all with 4 eggs. Two 
could·not be relocated (with hatching chicks) and two others had males 
involved (trappedl but were laid by more than one female because of 
size/shape/colour differences (egg dumping). The remaining two were 
found during culling operations, one involved a pair of which the only 
partner �btained appeared to be a female hybrid Herring x Lesser 
Black-backed Gull, the ether probably involved a normal pair (a male 
�\Jas pick--ed up about 10 m ·from the nest) with a single female, since 
all eggs were very similar in shape and colouration (although one egg 
was very small: 58.9 x 38.0 mm) and appeared to be in the same state 
of development when investigated. In the case with the hybrid another 
female must have been als□ involved, since two eggs appeared to have 
been freshly laid, the ether two were slightly developed. 
It seems interesting to note that in 5 out of 6 cases in this species 
nests were situated at the edge of the (sub)colony, the only exception 
being the one with the single female. 

5.9.2 FEMALE-FEMALE PAIR IN HG 

On 23/5/83 in the HG study plot along the north coast a Herring Gull 
was retrapped with measurements clearly indicating a female (D=-2.72 

according to the 1981-discriminant function, see 5.8; mean for 
females: -2.12, males: +2.04). This bird was (colour)ringed here in 
1979 (WTWYl. On 31/5/83 on the same nest another bird was trapped (and 
colourringed WGyY*Tl with measurements als□ clearly indicating a 
female (D=-2.80). The three eggs were similar in size, shape and 
colour. When the unusual fact of having two females on one nest was 
realised, some observations were carried out to check whether this was 
an actual female-female pair. Observations during an all day watch on 
3/6/83 of this now both colourringed pair showed no unusual behaviour. 
They showed a (normal) streng pairbond with choking and a normal 
change-over at 17.00 hr. No other bird was seen to be involved in this 
pair. Although the nest was situated near a much used roosting site 
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(and the hidel, birds coming too close were chased away, but some 
ioleränce was shown as well. On 14/6 two eggs were still present, 
indicating infertilaty, on 18/6 the nest was deserted without any 
traces of chicks. 
WTWY in 1980 was mated with WT□Gy, an obvious male (bill depth 20.5 
mm, bill length 59.3 mm, unfortunately no headlength available), a 
bird not seen since 29/4/81. 
Since even the larger bird of this pair (WTWY) thus certainly was a 
female, this case is considered to have been a very probable 
female-female pair, possibly caused by a lack of sufficient males due 
to the dramatic decline caused by botulism, which seems to effect 
mainly males during the breeding season (5.11). 

5.10 BOTULISM 

The continuing decline in the Herring Gull (5.2) is generally 
considered to be caused by botulism (de Wijs 1982). To test whether 
this is indeed the case guts and bloodsamples of.a few Gulls, both HG 
and LB, were examined by Dr.G.R.Smith (Nuffield Laboratories of 
Comparative Medicine, Zoological Society of London) through 
Dr.R.M.McCleery. Of three Herring Gulls found freshly dead the gut 
contained toxin of Clostridium botulinum type C. Of 4 Herring Gulls 
found dying on Skomer three bloodsamples again contained this toxin, 
one was negative. Two bloodsamples of Lesser Blackbacks found dying 
were both positive. So 8 out of 9 tested gulls contained this toxin. 
Although this does not PROVE that these birds actually died because of 
this (corpses can be contaminated after death) it is very likely they 
did, especially concerning the blood samples. This is further 
discussed in 6. 

5. 11 SEX LINKED MDRTALITY

Like previous years several dead (and dying) gulls (mainly HG) 
found. In last years report was suggested that the majority of 

were 
such 
with birds might be males (for explaining super-normal clutches linked 

possible female-female pairing). Since several of these corpses were 
in rather developed states of decay, they were sexed externally using 
bill measurements and the discriminant functions (5.8). 
Of the 28 Herring Gulls found dead along the Skomer coast in the 
period 25/4 to 30/6, 21 proved to be probable males and 7 probable 
females (Chi-square test for goodness of fit, X2= 7.0, p= 0.008). Of 9 
HG found dead on 25/7 on inland roosts however, only 2 were probable 
males and 7 females (X�= 2.8, p= 0.092). Both samples together showed 
no significance. 
Of 14 LB found dead in the period 2/6 to 25/7 all over inland Skomer, 
10 proved to be probable males and 4 females (X�= 2.6, p= 0.105). 
From these results it appears that last years assumption may be right 
for coastal HG +rom the breeding period, but (probably) not for inland 
individuals from the period directly afterwards. 
For LB found at the end of the breeding period again a (probable) 
predominance of males �as found. 
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6- DIS.CUSSIOl'J

The different trends in population size of HG and LB in recent years 
remain remarkably interesting. The dramatic decline in HG numbers 
seems to be strongly related with the occurrence of botulism in this 
species. This decline seems to be als□ related w1th differences in egg 
',öh.::1pe (�5.4) and al.sa possibly �,Ji.th se:-: J.inl::f:�,d mo1-t,::\lii:\t (�.3. :!.:L) ë\nd the 
occurrence of super-normal clutches and female-female pairs (5.9, 
5.10). Knowing the probable cause of the decline in HG does not 
necessarily mean solving its occurrence. All remarks made in last 
years report (de Wijs 1982) still apply. It is most likely that the 
disease is got at either rubbish tips or Milford Havens Fish market. 
Si.nee both are places where human beings are allowed to carne this 
should be a case for the health authorities ! 1 Although these birds
died of type C, which is harmless to Homo sapiens, this does not imply 
that other, more dë,ngerous types, do not occur ! Fu1-ther research in 
this matter is important concerning both health of Homo sapiens and 
the interesting aspects of changes/adaptations of a H� population 
trying to survive. 

In LB the situation is rather the opposite. Although at least a few 
birds die of botulisrn (5.10) this does not have a showing effect on 
population size, on the contrary, this shows a remarkable increase 
Cespecially the results of the nestcounts by M.Alexander). This 
difference between the species is widely accepted to be caused by 
differences in feeding behaviour (cf.de Wijs 1982). 

The remarkable difference in clutch size in LB (5.3), with a streng 
surplus of 3-egg clutches in 1983, may be linked with this increase, 
but egg size apparently was not effected by this. 

From the sex-linked mo�tality (5.11) we rnay conclude that any 
occurrence of female-female pairs or egg-durnping by different females 
(de Wijs 1982, 5.9) may at least partly be due to a lack of sufficient 
males, caused by high male mortality. It is possible that females 
dying at the end or after the breeding season do so at roosts away 
from the colonies where they were unable to find male partners, but 
found lots of aggressive and competitive ether fernales. 

This year no effect was found of Bracken on fledging success, but this 
may be due to chance caused by small sample size (small plot size) or 
inaccuracy of the rnethod (5.5.2). Anyhow, continuation of this will 
show whether there is such an effect at all or not. 

7 RECOMMENDATIONS 

As stated last year the need to carry out further research int□ the 
occurrence and cause of botulism in HG is obvious. 
Apart from this I would like to recornmend to change the nestcount 
method slightly. The best method will be a count of nests containing 
eggs only and therefore minimising differences in opinion concerning 
ernpty nests, which may cause considerable bias (5.2, 5.5.1). I suspect 
that including empty nests for reasons of inconsistant timing of the 
counts does not improve its reliability, but only makes it relatively 
difficult to carry out. Reliability can be even better improved by 
having the counts in an annually consistant period, preferrably just 
after the peak of egg laying (end of May to mid June, de Wijs 1978). 
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